THE DOCTRINE OF FASCISM
By Benito Mussolini (1932) and Giovanni Gentile
Like all sound political conceptions, Fascism is action and it is thought; action in which doctrine
is immanent, and doctrine arising from a given system of historical forces in which it is inserted,
and working on them from within. It has therefore a form correlated to contingencies of time and
space; but it has also an ideal content which makes it an expression of truth in the higher region
of the history of thought. There is no way of exercising a spiritual influence in the world as a
human will dominating the will of others, unless one has a conception both of the transient and
the specific reality on which that action is to be exercised, and of the permanent and universal
reality in which the transient dwells and has its being. To know men one must know man; and to
know man one must be acquainted with reality and its laws. There can be no conception of the
State which is not fundamentally a conception of life: philosophy or intuition, system of ideas
evolving within the framework of logic or concentrated in a vision or a faith, but always, at least
potentially, an organic conception of the world.
Thus many of the practical expressions of Fascism such as party organization, system of
education, and discipline can only be understood when considered in relation to its general
attitude toward life. A spiritual attitude. Fascism sees in the world not only those superficial,
material aspects in which man appears as an individual, standing by himself, self-centered,
subject to natural law, which instinctively urges him toward a life of selfish momentary pleasure;
it sees not only the individual but the nation and the country; individuals and generations bound
together by a moral law, with common traditions and a mission which suppressing the instinct
for life closed in a brief circle of pleasure, builds up a higher life, founded on duty, a life free
from the limitations of time and space, in which the individual, by self- sacrifice, the
renunciation of self-interest, by death itself, can achieve that purely spiritual existence in which
his value as a man consists.
The conception is therefore a spiritual one, arising from the general reaction of the century
against the materialistic positivism of the XIXth century….
Fascism wants man to be active and to engage in action with all his energies; it wants him to be
manfully aware of the difficulties besetting him and ready to face them. It conceives of life as a
struggle in which it behooves a man to win for himself a really worthy place, first of all by fitting
himself (physically, morally, intellectually) to become the implement required for winning it. As
for the individual, so for the nation, and so for mankind. Hence the high value of culture in all its
forms (artistic, religious, scientific) and the outstanding importance of education. Hence also the
essential value of work, by which man subjugates nature and creates the human world
(economic, political, ethical, and intellectual).
This positive conception of life is obviously an ethical one. […] No action is exempt from moral
judgment; no activity can be despoiled of the value which a moral purpose confers on all things.
Therefore life, as conceived of by the Fascist, is serious, austere, and religious; all its
manifestations are poised in a world sustained by moral forces and subject to spiritual
responsibilities. The Fascist disdains an “easy" life (6).

The Fascist conception of life is a religious one, in which man is viewed in his immanent relation
to a higher law, endowed with an objective will transcending the individual and raising him to
conscious membership of a spiritual society. […]
In the Fascist conception of history, man is man only by virtue of the spiritual process to which
he contributes as a member of the family, the social group, the nation, and in function of history
to which all nations bring their contribution. Hence the great value of tradition in records, in
language, in customs, in the rules of social life. […]
Anti-individualistic, the Fascist conception of life stresses the importance of the State and
accepts the individual only in so far as his interests coincide with those of the State, which stands
for the conscience and the universal will of man as a historic entity. It is opposed to classical
liberalism which arose as a reaction to absolutism and exhausted its historical function when the
State became the expression of the conscience and will of the people. Liberalism denied the State
in the name of the individual; Fascism reasserts:
The rights of the State as expressing the real essence of the individual. And if liberty is to be the
attribute of living men and not of abstract dummies invented by individualistic liberalism, then
Fascism stands for liberty, and for the only liberty worth having, the liberty of the State and of
the individual within the State. The Fascist conception of the State is all embracing; outside of it
no human or spiritual values can exist, much less have value. Thus understood, Fascism, is
totalitarian, and the Fascist State - a synthesis and a unit inclusive of all values - interprets,
develops, and potentates the whole life of a people.
No individuals or groups (political parties, cultural associations, economic unions, social classes)
outside the State. Fascism is therefore opposed to Socialism to which unity within the State
(which amalgamates classes into a single economic and ethical reality) is unknown, and which
sees in history nothing but the class struggle. Fascism is likewise opposed to trade unionism as a
class weapon. But when brought within the orbit of the State, Fascism recognizes the real needs
which gave rise to socialism and trade unionism, giving them due weight in the guild or
corporative system in which divergent interests are coordinated and harmonized in the unity of
the State. […]
A nation, as expressed in the State, is a living, ethical entity only in so far as it is progressive.
Inactivity is death. Therefore, the State is not only Authority which governs and confers legal
form and spiritual value on individual wills, but it is also Power which makes its will felt and
respected beyond its own frontiers, thus affording practical proof of the universal character of the
decisions necessary to ensure its development. This implies organization and expansion,
potential if not actual. Thus, the State equates itself to the will of man, whose development
cannot he checked by obstacles and which, by achieving self-expression, demonstrates its
infinity. […]
Fascism, in short, is not only a lawgiver and a founder of institutions, but an educator and a
promoter of spiritual life. It aims at refashioning not only the forms of life but their content man, his character, and his faith. To achieve this propose it enforces discipline and uses
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authority, entering into the soul and ruling with undisputed sway. Therefore, it has chosen as its
emblem the Lictor’s rods, the symbol of unity, strength, and justice.

POLITICAL AND SOCIAL DOCTRINE
[…]
\Fascism is now clearly defined not only as a regime but as a doctrine. This means that Fascism,
exercising its critical faculties on itself and on others, has studied from its own special standpoint
and judged by its own standards all the problems affecting the material and intellectual interests
now causing such grave anxiety to the nations of the world, and is ready to deal with them by its
own policies.
First of all, as regards the future development of mankind, and quite apart from all present
political considerations, Fascism does not, generally speaking, believe in the possibility or utility
of perpetual peace. It therefore discards pacifism as a cloak for cowardly supine renunciation in
contradistinction to self-sacrifice. War alone keys up all human energies to their maximum
tension and sets the seal of nobility on those peoples who have the courage to face it. All other
tests are substitutes which never place a man face to face with himself before the alternative of
life or death. […] The Fascist accepts and loves life; he rejects and despises suicide as cowardly.
Life as he understands it means duty, elevation, conquest; life
must be lofty and full, it must be lived for oneself but above all for others, both near bye and far
off, present and future.
The population policy of the regime is the consequence of these premises. The Fascist loves his
neighbor, but the word neighbor “does not stand for some vague and unseizable conception.
Love of one's neighbor does not exclude necessary educational severity; still less does it exclude
differentiation and rank. Fascism will have nothing to do with universal embraces; as a member
of the community of nations it looks other peoples straight in the eyes; it is vigilant and on its
guard; it follows others in all their manifestations and notes any changes in their interests; and it
does not allow itself to be deceived by mutable and fallacious appearances.
Such a conception of life makes Fascism the resolute negation of the doctrine underlying socalled scientific and Marxian socialism, the doctrine of historic materialism which would explain
the history of mankind in terms of the class struggle and by changes in the processes and
instruments of production, to the exclusion of all else. […]
After socialism, Fascism trains its guns on the whole block of democratic ideologies, and rejects
both their premises and their practical applications and implements. […] Democratic regimes
may be described as those under which the people are, from time to time, deluded into the belief
that they exercise sovereignty, while all the time real sovereignty resides in and is exercised by
other and sometimes irresponsible and secret forces. [...]
Fascism has outgrown the dilemma: monarchy v. republic, over which democratic regimes too
long dallied, attributing all insufficiencies to the former and praising the latter as a regime of
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perfection, whereas experience teaches that some republics are inherently reactionary and
absolutist while some monarchies accept the most daring political and social experiments.
[…]
In rejecting democracy Fascism rejects the absurd conventional lie of political equalitarianism,
the habit of collective irresponsibility, the myth of felicity and indefinite progress. But if
democracy be understood as meaning a regime in which the masses are not driven back to the
margin of the State, and then the writer of these pages has already defined Fascism as an
organized, centralized, authoritarian democracy.
Fascism is definitely and absolutely opposed to the doctrines of liberalism, both in the political
and the economic sphere. […] The liberal XIX century, after piling up innumerable Gordian
Knots, tried to cut them with the sword of the world war. Never has any religion claimed so cruel
a sacrifice. Were the Gods of liberalism thirsting for blood? Now liberalism is preparing to close
the doors of its temples, deserted by the peoples who feel that the agnosticism it professed in the
sphere of economics and the indifferentism of which it has given proof in the sphere of politics
and morals, would lead the world to ruin in the future as they have done in the past.
This explains why all the political experiments of our day are anti-liberal, and it is supremely
ridiculous to endeavor on this account to put them outside the pale of history, as though history
were a preserve set aside for liberalism and its adepts; as though liberalism were the last word in
civilization beyond which no one can go.
A party governing a nation “totalitarianly" is a new departure in history. There are no points of
reference nor of comparison. From beneath the ruins of liberal, socialist, and democratic
doctrines, Fascism extracts those elements which are still vital. It preserves what may be
described as "the acquired facts" of history; it rejects all else. […
The keystone of the Fascist doctrine is its conception of the State, of its essence, its functions,
and its aims. For Fascism the State is absolute, individuals and groups relative. Individuals and
groups are admissible in so far as they come within the State. Instead of directing the game and
guiding the material and moral progress of the community, the liberal State restricts its activities
to recording results. The Fascist State is wide awake and has a will of its own. For this reason it
can be described as " ethical".
At the first quinquennial assembly of the regime, in 1929, I said “The Fascist State is not a night
watchman, solicitous only of the personal safety of the citizens; nor is it organized exclusively
for the purpose of guaranteeing a certain degree of material prosperity and relatively peaceful
conditions of life, a board of directors would do as much. Neither is it exclusively political,
divorced from practical realities and holding itself aloof from the multifarious activities of the
citizens and the nation. The State, as conceived and realized by Fascism, is a spiritual and ethical
entity for securing the political, juridical, and economic organization of the nation, an
organization which in its origin and growth is a manifestation of the spirit. The State guarantees
the internal and external safety of the country, but it also safeguards and transmits the spirit of
the people, elaborated down the ages in its language, its customs, its faith. The State is not only
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the present; it is also the past and above all the future. Transcending the individual's brief spell of
life, the State stands for the immanent conscience of the nation. The forms in which it finds
expression change, but the need for it remains. The State educates the citizens to civism, makes
them aware of their mission, urges them to unity; its justice harmonizes their divergent interests;
it transmits to future generations the conquests of the mind in the fields of science, art, law,
human solidarity; it leads men up from primitive tribal life to that highest manifestation of
human power, imperial rule. The State hands down to future generations the memory of those
who laid down their lives to ensure its safety or to obey its laws; it sets up as examples and
records for future ages the names of the captains who enlarged its territory and of the men of
genius who have made it famous. Whenever respect for the State declines and the disintegrating
and centrifugal tendencies of individuals and groups prevail, nations are headed for decay".
[…]
Fascism desires the State to be strong and organic, based on broad foundations of popular
support. The Fascist State lays claim to rule in the economic field no less than in others; it makes
its action felt throughout the length and breadth of the country by means of its corporative,
social, and educational institutions, and all the political, economic, and spiritual forces of the
nation, organized in their respective associations, circulate within the State. A State based on
millions of individuals who recognize its authority, feel its action, and are ready to serve its ends
is not the tyrannical state of a mediaeval lordling. It has nothing in common with the despotic
States existing prior to or subsequent to 1789. Far from crushing the individual, the Fascist State
multiplies his energies, just as in a regiment a soldier is not diminished but multiplied by the
number of his fellow soldiers.
The Fascist State organizes the nation, but it leaves the individual adequate elbow room. It has
curtailed useless or harmful liberties while preserving those which are essential. In such matters
the individual cannot be the judge, but the State only.
The Fascist State is not indifferent to religious phenomena in general nor does it maintain an
attitude of indifference to Roman Catholicism, the special, positive religion of Italians. The State
has not got a theology, but it has a moral code. The Fascist State sees in religion one of the
deepest of spiritual manifestations and for this reason it not only respects religion but defends
and protects it. The Fascist State does not attempt, as did Robespierre at the height of the
revolutionary delirium of the Convention, to set up a "god” of its own; nor does it vainly seek, as
does Bolshevism, to efface God from the soul of man. Fascism respects the God of ascetics,
saints, and heroes, and it also respects God as conceived by the ingenuous and primitive heart of
the people, the God to whom their prayers are raised.
The Fascist State expresses the will to exercise power and to command. Here the Roman
tradition is embodied in a conception of strength. Imperial power, as understood by the Fascist
doctrine, is not only territorial, or military, or commercial; it is also spiritual and ethical. An
imperial nation, that is to say a nation a which directly or indirectly is a leader of others, can
exist without the need of conquering a single square mile of territory. Fascism sees in the
imperialistic spirit - i.e., in the tendency of nations to expand - a manifestation of their vitality. In
the opposite tendency, which would limit their interests to the home country, it sees a symptom
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of decadence. Peoples who rise or rearise are imperialistic; renunciation is characteristic of dying
peoples. The Fascist doctrine is that best suited to the tendencies and feelings of a people which,
like the Italian, after lying fallow during centuries of foreign servitude, are now reasserting itself
in the world.
But imperialism implies discipline, the coordination of efforts, a deep sense of duty and a spirit
of self-sacrifice. This explains many aspects of the practical activity of the regime, and the
direction taken by many of the forces of the State, as also the severity which has to be exercised
towards those who would oppose this spontaneous and inevitable movement of XXth century
Italy by agitating outgrown ideologies of the XIXth century, ideologies rejected wherever great
experiments in political and social transformations are being dared.
Never before have the peoples thirsted for authority, direction, order, as they do now. If each age
has its doctrine, then innumerable symptoms indicate that the doctrine of our age is the Fascist.
That it is vital is shown by the fact that it has aroused a faith; that this faith has conquered souls
is shown by the fact that Fascism can point to its fallen heroes and its martyrs.
Fascism has now acquired throughout the world that universally which belongs to all doctrines
which by achieving self-expression represent a moment in the history of human thought.
[…] Note: Edited for Class Use
URL:
https://ia600800.us.archive.org/14/items/TheDoctrineOfFascismByBenitoMussolini/The%20Do
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